FRESH STEPS

Developing People
Transforming Lives
Fresh Steps is for people who want to reassess where they are
in their work and personal lives, review their priorities and
explore new possibilities while setting new goals. The
programme also enables employers to access the untapped
potential and intellectual capital in their staff.
The overall objective of the Fresh Steps programme is to enable
participants to assess their lives to identify and take the steps
that will enable them to become the best they can be and more
fulfilled at work.
Fresh Steps can provide employers with support for returners,
staff changing career direction or re-motivation as well as
redundancy provision.

The Key Ingredients
3-day workshops if face to face. Remotely, the
programme will be split into 6 x 3.5-hour sessions over 6
weeks.
Project work between workshops, specifically tailored to
each individual’s requirements.
An especially written folder with background, additional
information plus self-development exercises to work
through, in-between workshops.
Peer group support and networking.
The programme is open to men and women, whilst
acknowledging gender differences in subject matter.
Group work also involved, so very interactive.
Self-nomination.

BENEFITS

For participants:

For your organisation:

Improves communication and
understanding between men
and women.

Fits with the organisation’s
equality, diversity and inclusion
policies.

Boosts confidence.

Provides the employer with
refreshed and re-motivated
workers.

Improves mental flexibility and
stamina.
Increases networking amongst
returners or more experienced
workers, helping them
overcome any sense of
isolation.

Discovers untapped ideas and
skills.
Renews enthusiasm and
experienced workers to revive
their interest in work.
Massively increases the
chance of them putting ideas
into action - ownership.
Improves team working.
Motivates experienced
workers to be more active in
their contribution, including
passing on their skills and
knowledge to less
experienced colleagues.

Addresses relevant issues for
real people inside organisations,
so is current and up to date.
Helps to combat the predicted
skills shortages and
demographic changes.

Sends a strong positive
message to workers that the
organisation believes in them,
encouraging individuals to put
more energy into their work,
applications for promotions,
sideways moves etc.
Enables employers to benefit
from the years of investment in
their employees.
Ensures that the organisation is
benefiting from the different,
but equally valuable,
contributions that experienced
workers make.

SESSIONS & STATISTICS

Sessions Covered in Fresh Steps Include:A snapshot of where you are now.

Marking your successes.

Your personal strategy for dealing
with change.

Presenting yourself and your
experience positively.

You and your work.

Putting your goals to the
test.

Being fit for life.
Setting priorities.

Your relationships with other
people.

De-clutter your life.

FRESH STEPS BUILDS ON THE EXISTING
EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS OF THE PARTICIPANTS.
Evaluation data tells us that:

92.5%

97.5%

Fresh Steps
participants have
renewed motivation
and interest at work

Have identified
areas for further
development

84.6%

95%

Now have specific
goals they want to
achieve

Found taking time
out to do Fresh
Steps to be valuable

FRESH STEPS PARTICIPANTS REPORT THE
FOLLOWING BENEFITS TO THEIR
EMPLOYERS: ‘I am refreshed and more motivated to take part in the changing
times ahead.’
‘I have renewed vigour and motivation for future developments.’
‘The positive enthusiasm I have gained from this course will
have a positive effect on my attitude at work.’
‘It has renewed/revitalised my ‘batteries’. Stronger work
relationships have developed.’

FRESH STEPS PARTICIPANTS ALSO SAY:
‘A very useful three days to become self-aware and focus the mind. I
feel better now I have a plan and know how to complete it”.
Jenny Sudshall, University of Birmingham

‘Fantastic course, well presented and enjoyable, life changing’.
Eileen Sharpe, University of Birmingham

“Excellent. Not at all what I was expecting but I have left feeling far more
positive in my work and home life. I have already recommended people
to attend.”
Cheryl Baron, Local Intelligence Officer, Lancashire Constabulary

“I found some of the exercises challenging, in a very positive way and the workshops were very self-affirming and excellent for raising
confidence and expectations. I found the workshops both stimulating
and enjoyable and I know this sentiment was shared by other
participants. I hope you continue to deliver and extend this important
learning and development opportunity to as many people as possible
and feel sure I will continue to benefit from my experience for a long time
to come.”
Jeff Marsh, Learning and Development Officer, London Borough of Wandsworth
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